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Existence and asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues of indefinite SturmLiouville
and Dirac systems with integrable coefficients are investigated using Pru fer angle
analysis. The results generalize those previously obtained by Atkinson, Mingarelli,
Gohberg and Krein and are based on a new theorem that determines the
asymptotic behavior of the solution of a Riccati-type equation containing a large
parameter.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This article concerns asymptotics for eigenvalues of certain two point
boundary value problems. One well-studied case is the SturmLiouville
problem, consisting of a differential equation with eigenvalue parameter *
&( p(x) y$)$+q(x) y=*r(x) y (1.1)
and boundary conditions of the form
(cos :) y(a)=(sin :)( py$)(a), (cos ;) y(b)=(sin ;)( py$)(b). (1.2)
Many classical results for this problem are detailed in books, e.g., [9].
A recent survey of the area has been given by Zettl [15]. In particular, we
assume the problem to be regular in the sense of [15], so the functions
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s :=1p, q and r are real-valued and integrable over the interval (a, b),
where &a<b. The numbers :, ; are real.
In the classical theory, both r and s are positive. In this case Gohberg
and Krein [8, p. 307] (there is an error: the fraction 4? should be 1?)
have given a result equivalent to
1
n
*12n  ?$ as n   (1.3)
where $=ba (rs)
12, which gives *n=n2?2$&2+o(n2), for the nth eigenvalue
*n of (1.1), (1.2). We remark that the o(n2) term can be improved if the
coefficients have extra smoothness properties, cf. [9], [11].
Our aim is to obtain analogues of (1.3) without assuming any sign con-
ditions on q, r and s. There is a substantial literature on the case where r
assumes positive and negative values on sets of positive measure and
s>0see e.g. [3] and the references there. For this case Atkinson and
Mingarelli have extended (1.3) to
1
n
(*+n )
12  ? < |
b
a
(r+s)12 as n   (1.4)
where *+n is the nth positive eigenvalue of (1.1), (1.2) and, as usual,
r+(x)=max[0, r(x)]. There is a similar formula for negative eigenvalues.
Again, better asymptotics are available if the coefficients are more
restricted, cf. [5], [6]. There are also results on the case where r>0 and
s is indefinite, cf. [2, 4, 7, 12, 14, 15]. Allegretto and Mingarelli [1] give
an analogue of (1.4) (with r+s replaced by rs+) for a special case (q=0,
r>0, 1r # L) which is transformed into one to which (1.4) applies
directly. Gohberg and Krein [8, p. 301] give a result equivalent to
1
n
*+n   as n   (1.5)
assuming p(x){0 a.e., and certain positivity conditions on r.
A similar analysis is possible for the one dimensional Dirac system
consisting of the differential equation
Jy$+Q(x) y=+R(x) y, y=[y1 y2]T (1.6)
with boundary conditions
(sin :) y1(a)=(cos :) y2(a), (sin ;) y1(b)=(cos ;) y2(b). (1.7)
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Here J=[ 0&1
1
0] and Q, R are real symmetric two-by-two matrices with
entries integrable over (a, b). Various properties of such systems have been
investigated by Levitan and Sargsjan [11] (resp. Weidmann [14]) under
the condition that R is the identity (resp. a positive diagonal) matrix.
Eigenvalue asymptotics are discussed by Gohberg and Krein [8, p. 296]
assuming Q=0 and certain positivity conditions on R. In this case (1.4) is
replaced by
1
n
++n  ? < |
b
a
(det R)12 as n  . (1.8)
Improved asymptotics are given in [11, 91.11] for R=I and continuous Q
(there is an error: these results are only correct under additional smooth-
ness conditions on Q.)
We will consider the more general two-by-two first order system
Jy$=A(x, +) y, A(x, +)=+R(x)&Q(x, +) (1.9)
under suitable conditions on A(x, +) guaranteeing existence and uniqueness
of solutions of initial value problems, their continuous dependence on the
parameter + and a condition that Q(x, +) is small compared with +R(x)
(see assumptions A1-5 in Section 4.) We also allow the angles : and ;
appearing in the boundary conditions (1.7) to depend on + in a suitable
way (see assumptions A4-5 in Section 4) so that our boundary conditions
read
(sin :( +)) y1(a)=(cos :( +)) y2(a), (sin ;( +)) y1(b)=(cos ;( +)) y2(b).
(1.10)
This set-up includes the Dirac system (1.6), (1.7) and, via the scaling
transformation +=*12, also the SturmLiouville problem (1.1), (1.2) (see
Section 4).
In order to obtain results about existence and asymptotics of eigenvalues
of the eigenvalue problem (1.9), (1.10) we argue as follows. We consider
the solution y(x, +) of (1.9) that satisfies the initial conditions y1(a, +)=
cos :( +), y2(a, +)=sin :( +) and the corresponding continuous polar
(Pru fer) angle %(x, +) of the points y(x, +) in the plane that is uniquely
determined by %(a, +)=:( +). Then a real number + is an eigenvalue of
(1.9), (1.10) if and only if there exists an integer n such that
%(b, +)=;( +)+n?. (1.11)
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Statements about the existence of solutions of this equation will follow
from continuity of %(b, +) and ;( +) together with the asymptotic estimate
1
+
(%(b, +)&%(a, +))  $(R) as +   (1.12)
proved in Theorem 3.1. Here $(R) is defined by
$(R)=|
P
(det S)12&|
N
(det S)12 (1.13)
where S(x)= 12(R(x)+R(x)
T) is the symmetric part of R(x) and P (resp.
N) is the subset of (a, b) on which S(x) is positive (resp. negative) definite.
The asymptotic estimate (1.12) is derived from the differential equation
%$=[cos % sin %] A(x, +)[cos % sin %]T (1.14)
of Riccati type for % in Section 3. We remark that if R is positive diagonal
and continuously differentiable then the proof is carried out easily by the
introduction of a ‘‘modified’’ Pru fer angle. To cope with R being only
integrable, we show in Section 2 how to approximate certain integrable
functions by positive C1 functions. Moreover, even if R(x) is C1 and
positive definite, it may not have a C1 orthogonal transformation to
diagonal form [10, p. 111]. In Section 3 we use a transformation which
‘‘almost’’ diagonalizes R(x) in an appropriate sense.
Once (1.12) is established, we easily obtain Theorem 4.1 stating that, if
$(R)>0, the system (1.9), (1.10) admits a sequence of positive eigenvalues
++n satisfying (1.11) and
1
n
++n  ?$(R) as n  . (1.15)
There is a similar statement if $(R)<0. Since ++n satisfies (1.11), given
appropriate ranges of : and ;, the corresponding eigenfunctions yj have at
least n zeros in (a, b). If $(R)=0 then eigenvalues might not exist as the
example below shows. However, if a sequence of positive eigenvalues ++n
satisfying (1.11) exists it must satisfy
1
n
++n   as n  . (1.16)
Let us illustrate the possibilities for Dirac systems. Since %(b, } ) is an
entire function and ; is constant for Dirac systems, the set of eigenvalues
can only be empty, a discrete set or the complex plane. Consider the
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example Q=0, R(x)=(sgn x) I with a=&1 and :=0. Then y(x, +)=
cos %(x, +) sin %(x, +)T where the Pru fer angle % is given by %(x, +)=
+( |x|&1). The eigenvalues are the solutions of +( |b|&1)=;+n?. If b>0
and b{1 we obtain a discrete set of eigenvalues +n=(;+n?)(b&1)
confirming Theorem 4.1 since $(R)=b&1. If b=1 and ; # ?Z then every
complex number is an eigenvalue. If b=1 and ;  ?Z then there are no
eigenvalues at all.
In the Sturm-Liouville case, we define $+=$(R) where R(x) is the
diagonal matrix with entries s(x) and r(x), so
$+=|
b
a
(r+s+)12&|
b
a
(r&s&)12. (1.17)
If $+{0, we show that there exists a sequence of positive eigenvalues *+n
such that
1
n
(*+n )
12  ?|$+| as n  . (1.18)
This evidently generalizes (1.4) and as far as we know is the first
asymptotic estimate where the leading term contains such a difference. In
particular, there is the possibility that $+=0, and it would be interesting
to explore this case further.
2. APPROXIMATION LEMMAS
Let w # L1(a, b), w(x)>0 a.e., where &<a<b<. We will use the
weighted L1-space
L1w(a, b) :={u: (a, b)  R : u measurable, |
b
a
w |u|<= .
Lemma 2.1. Let u # L @w(a, b), u0. For every =>0, there is a function
v # C1[a, b], v>0, such that ba w |u&v|<=.
Since the set of step functions is dense in L1w(a, b), this is easily shown.
The next two lemmas will be crucial in the proof of the main theorem of
Section 3.
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Lemma 2.2. Let f, g # L1(a, b), f 0, g0. For every =>0, there is
k # C1[a, b], k>0, such that
|
b
a
|kg&- fg|<= and |
b
a }
f
k
&kg }<=.
Proof. Suppose $>0 and define
w :=1+ g # L1(a, b), u :=
f
g+$
# L1w(a, b).
By Lemma 2.1, there is v # C1[a, b], v>0, such that
|
b
a
(1+ g) |u&v|<$2. (2.1)
Set k :=- v+$2. Then
|
b
a }
f
k
&gk }|
b
a \
1
k
| f&gu|+
g
k
|u&v|+
$2g
k +
|
b
a
$u
k
+$(1+&g&1) (2.2)
since k>$.
Define
I1 :=[x # (a, b) : u(x)2k(x)2], I2 :=(a, b)"I1 .
Now use 0vk2 12u on I2 and (2.1) to obtain
|
I2
u2 |
I2
|u&v|<2$2.
Thus by (2.2)
|
b
a }
f
k
& gk }- 2 |I1 $- u+|I2 u+$(1+&g&1)
- 2$ &- f &1+2$2+$(1+&g&1). (2.3)
Moreover,
|
b
a
| gk&- fg|=|
g>0
g } k& fg }|g>0
g
k } k2&
f
g }|
b
a }
f
k
& gk }
so since $>0 is arbitrary, the estimate (2.3) proves the lemma. K
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Lemma 2.3. Let f, g # L1(a, b). For every =>0, there is k # C 1[a, b],
k>0, and a finite union J of subintervals of [a, b] such that
} |J kg&|
b
a
- f+g+ }<= and |J }
f
k
&kg }<=.
Proof. Let =>0. We apply Lemma 2.2 to f+ , g+ in place of f, g,
respectively. There is k # C1[a, b], k>0, such that
|
b
a
|kg+&- f+ g+ |<
=
4
and |
b
a }
f+
k
&kg+ }< =4.
Define
J1 :=[x # (a, b) : f (x)0 and g(x)0],
J2 :=[x # (a, b) : f (x)<0 and g(x)0].
Then
|
J1 }
f
k
&kg }=|J1 }
f+
k
&kg+ }|
b
a }
f+
k
&kg+ }<=4 (2.4)
and
|
J2
kg=|
J2 }
f+
k
&kg+ }|
b
a }
f+
k
&kg+ }<=4.
Since
|
b
a
kg+=|
J1
kg+|
J2
kg,
we obtain
} |J1 kg&|
b
a
- f+g+ }|
b
a
|kg+&- f+ g+ |+|
J2
kg<
=
4
+
=
4
=
=
2
. (2.5)
We now approximate the measurable set J1 by a finite union J of subinter-
vals of [a, b] such that
|
J1 q J
|kg|<
=
2
, |
J1 q J }
f
k
&kg }<=2;
see [13, p. 63, Prop. 15 and p. 88, Prop. 14]. These inequalities and (2.4),
(2.5) prove the lemma. K
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3. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE PRU FER ANGLE
In this section we consider the differential equation with parameter +
%$=+( f (x) cos2 %+ g(x) sin2 %+2h(x) cos % sin %)+d (x, +) (3.1)
for the unknown function %(x) which will be a Pru fer angle in applications.
We assume throughout that f, g, h # L1(a, b) with &a<b,
d ( } , +) # L1(a, b) for ++0>0 and
1
+ |
b
a
|d (x, +)| dx  0 as +  . (3.2)
Under these assumptions, every initial value problem %(x0)=%0 , where
x0 # [a, b], %0 # R for (3.1) with given ++0 has a unique solution % on
[a, b] in the sense of Carathe odory (function values of % at \ are under-
stood as limits.) Continuous dependence of solutions of equation (3.1) on
the parameter + is not needed in this section.
Equation (3.1) is of the form
%$=+[cos % sin %] S[cos % sin %]T+d,
where
S(x) :=_ f (x)h(x)
h(x)
g(x)& . (3.3)
Let
P=[x # (a, b) : S(x) is positive semidefinite],
N=[x # (a, b) : S(x) is negative semidefinite].
Let r(x)s(x) be the eigenvalues of S(x) given by
r=
f +g
2
&_\ f &g2 +
2
+h2&
12
# L1(a, b),
s=
f+g
2
+_\ f &g2 +
2
+h2&
12
# L1(a, b).
Then the following quantities will appear in our main theorem below:
|
b
a
- r+s+ =|
P
- det S, |
b
a
- r&s& =|
N
- det S.
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Theorem 3.1. For ++0 , let %(x, +) be a solution of (3.1). Then
lim
+  
1
+
(%(b, +)&%(a, +))=|
P
- det S&|
N
- det S.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will occupy the rest of this section. It is suf-
ficient to prove the theorem for bounded intervals (a, b) because the
general case is easily reduced to this special case. Therefore, we will assume
that &<a<b<.
For ++0 , let %=%( } , +) be an absolutely continuous solution of (3.1).
Let k # C1[a, b], k>0, be a given function. For ++0 , there is a unique
absolutely continuous function ,=,( } , +) such that
k cos %=\ cos ,, sin %=\ sin ,, (3.4)
where \=\(x, +) :=[k(x)2 cos2 %(x, +)+sin2 %(x, +)]12 and
|,(a, +)&%(a, +)|<
?
2
. (3.5)
Then , satisfies
,$=+ \ f (x)k(x) cos2 ,+ g(x) k(x) sin2 ,+2h(x) cos , sin ,++c(x, +), (3.6)
where
c(x, +) :=
d (x, +) k(x)
\(x, +)2
&
k$(x)
k(x)
cos ,(x, +) sin ,(x, +)
and
|,(x, +)&%(x, +)|<
?
2
for x # [a, b], ++0 . (3.7)
By (3.2), c(x, +) satisfies
1
+ |
b
a
|c(x, +)| dx  0 as +  . (3.8)
It should be noted that , and c depend on the given function k.
We now establish two lemmas that will lead to a proof of Theorem 3.1.
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Lemma 3.2. Let %(x, +) be a solution of (3.1). Then for all =>0 there is
+(=) so that
%(b, +)&%(a, +)+ \|
b
a
- f+g+ &|
b
a
- f& g& &|
b
a
|h|&=+
for all ++(=).
Proof. Let =>0. By Lemma 2.3, there is k # C1[a, b], k>0, and a finite
union J of subintervals of [a, b] such that
} |J kg&|
b
a
- f+g+ }< =16 , |J }
f
k
&kg }< =16.
Transform %(x, +) to ,(x, +) according to (3.4), (3.5). Integrate (3.6) over
J to obtain, for ++0 ,
|
J
,$+ |
J \
f
k
cos2 ,+kg sin2 ,&|h|+&|
b
a
|c(x, +)| dx
+ |
J \kg& }
f
k
&kg }&|h|+&|
b
a
|c(x, +)| dx
+ |
b
a
- f+g+ &+ |
J
|h|&|
b
a
|c(x, +)| dx&
=+
8
. (3.9)
By (3.8), for sufficiently large +,
|
J
,$+ |
b
a
- f+ g+ &+ |
J
|h|&
=+
4
.
Since J is a finite union of intervals, (3.7) gives, for sufficiently large +,
|
J
%$+ |
b
a
- f+ g+ &+ |
J
|h|&
=+
2
. (3.10)
Now apply Lemma 2.2 to the pair of functions f& , g& . There is
k # C1[a, b], k>0, such that
|
b
a
|kg& - f& g& |<
=
16
, |
b
a }
f&
k
&kg& }< =16 .
We write K=[a, b]"J. As for (3.9) we obtain
|
K
,$&+ |
K \
f&
k
cos2 ,+kg& sin2 ,+|h|+&|
b
a
|c|
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and, as in the proof of (3.10), we conclude
|
K
%$&+ |
K
(- f&g& +|h| )&
=+
2
for sufficiently large +. Using this and (3.10) we find, for ++(=), say,
%(b, +)&%(a, +)=|
J
%$+|
K
%$
+ |
b
a
- f+g+ &+ |
K
- f&g& &+ |
b
a
|h|&=+
which establishes the lemma. K
Lemma 3.3. Let S(x) be the matrix given by (3.3). Then
0|
b
a
- f+g+ &|
P
- det S|
b
a
|h|, (3.11)
0|
b
a
- f&g& &|
N
- det S|
b
a
|h|. (3.12)
Proof. Let
M :=[x # (a, b) : f (x)0 and g(x)0].
Then
P=[x # M : det S(x)0].
Thus P/M and det S fg= f+g+ on P. Hence
0|
b
a
- f+g+ &|
P
- det S=|
M
- fg&|
P
- det S
=|
M&P
- fg+|
P
(- fg&- fg&h2)
|
M&P
|h|+|
P
h2
- fg+- fg&h2
|
M&P
|h|+|
P
|h||
b
a
|h|.
This proves (3.11). Now (3.12) follows from (3.11) applied to &S. K
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We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3.1 in the case that
&<a<b<.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let =>0. Choose functions u, v # C1[a, b] such
that
|
b
a } u&
g& f
2 }<
=
8
, |
b
a
|v&h|<
=
8
and such that r(x) :=(u(x)2+v(x)2)12>0 for all x # [a, b]. Since the set of
polynomials is dense in L1(a, b), this can be easily achieved. There is a
function # # C1[a, b] such that
u(x)=r(x) cos 2#(x), v(x)=r(x) sin 2#(x). (3.13)
Define functions F, G, H # L1(a, b) by
_FH
H
G&=RT# SR# where R#=_
cos #
&sin #
sin #
cos #& , (3.14)
that is,
F= f cos2 #+ g sin2 #&2h cos # sin #,
G= f sin2 #+ g cos2 #+2h cos # sin #,
H=
f &g
2
sin 2#+h cos 2#.
Put (x, +)=%(x, +)+#(x) for a solution %(x, +) of (3.1). Then
R#[cos  sin ]T=[cos % sin %]T
so  satisfies the equation
$=+(F(x) cos2 +G(x) sin2 +2H(x) cos  sin )+d (x, +)+#$(x).
(3.15)
By (3.13,) u sin 2#&v cos 2#=0. Hence
H=\u&g& f2 + sin 2#+(h&v) cos 2#
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and
|
b
a
|H||
b
a } u&
g& f
2 }+|
b
a
|h&v|<
=
4
.
We now apply Lemma 3.2 to equation (3.15). This gives, for sufficiently
large +,
(b, +)&(a, +)+ \|
b
a
- F+G+ &|
b
a
- F& G& &|
b
a
|H|&
=
4+
+ \|
b
a
- F+G+ &|
b
a
- F& G& &
=
2+ .
By (3.14), the matrices
S(x)=_ f (x)h(x)
h(x)
g(x)& , T(x)=_
F(x)
H(x)
H(x)
G(x)&
are similar. Hence, by applying Lemma 3.3 to the matrix T, we conclude
|
b
a
- F&G& |
N
- det S+|
b
a
|H||
N
- det S+
=
4
|
b
a
- F+G+ |
P
- det S.
Use these inequalities and =%+# to obtain, for sufficiently large +,
%(b, +)&%(a, +)+ \|P - det S&|N - det S&=+ .
Since =>0 is arbitrary,
lim inf
+  
1
+
(%(b, +)&%(a, +))|
P
- det S&|
N
- det S. (3.16)
The substitution % [ &%, f [ & f, g [ & g applied to (3.16) yields
lim sup
+  
1
+
(%(b, +)&%(a, +))|
P
- det S&|
N
- det S. (3.17)
Now (3.16) and (3.17) imply Theorem 3.1. K
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4. ASYMPTOTICS OF EIGENVALUES
We consider the eigenvalue problem (1.9), (1.10) under the following
assumptions.
A1 R and Q( } , +) are real two-by-two matrices with entries in
L1(a, b) for every ++0>0.
A2 For every +1+0 , there is a function L # L1(a, b) such that
&Q(x, +)&L(x) for every + in a neighborhood of +1 (& }& denotes any
norm for matrices.) The function Q(x, } ) is continuous for almost all
x # (a, b).
A3 Q satisfies
1
+ |
b
a
&Q(x, +)& dx  0 as +  .
A4 The functions : and ; are continuous on [+0 , ).
A5 The functions :, ; satisfy
1
+
(;( +)&:( +))  0 as +  .
Assumption A1 implies that, for ++0 , there is a unique solution y(x, +)
of (1.9) satisfying the initial condition y(a, +)=cos :( +) sin :( +)T. By
assumptions A2 and A4, y(x, +) is a continuous function of (x, +). Hence
there is a uniquely determined continuous function %(x, +) which satisfies
%(a, +)=:( +) and
y(x, +)=&y(x, +)& [cos %(x, +) sin %(x, +)]T (4.1)
where & }& denotes Euclidean norm. A real number ++0 is an eigenvalue
of (1.9), (1.10) if and only if there exists an integer n such that
%(b, +)=;( +)+n?. (4.2)
With the aid of Theorem 3.1 we now obtain the basic theorem of this
section.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the eigenvalue problem (1.9), (1.10) under
assumptions A15. If $(R)>0 with $(R) defined in (1.13), then there is n0
such that for every integer nn0 equation (4.2) admits a positive solution
++n . If $(R)<0, then there is n0 such that for every integer nn0 equation
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(4.2) admits a positive solution ++n . The +
+
n are eigenvalues of problem (1.9),
(1.10) and they satisfy
1
n
++n  ?$(R) as |n|  .
Proof. From (1.9)
[cos % sin %] A(x, +) [cos % sin %]T
=[cos % sin %] Jy &y&&1
=[cos % sin %] J([cos % sin %]T &y&$ &y&&1+[&sin % cos %] %$)
=%$.
We rewrite this equation in the form
%$=+ [cos % sin ] S(x) [cos % sin %]T+d (x, +), (4.3)
where S is the symmetric part of R and d (x, +) is the quadratic form
of &Q(x, +) evaluated on the vector [cos %(x, +) sin %(x, +)]. Our
assumptions imply that this differential equation is of the form considered
in Section 3.
By Theorem 3.1, we have
1
+
(%(b, +)&%(a, +))  $(R) as +  .
Using %(a, +)=:( +) and assumption A5 we find that
1
+
(%(b, +)&;( +))  $(R) as +  . (4.4)
This asymptotic result and continuity of %(b, } ) and ; imply that there
exists a solution ++n of equation (4.2) for \n sufficiently large if
\$(R)>0, respectively. The numbers ++n are eigenvalues and (4.4) shows
that
1
n
++n  ?$(R)
as n  \, respectively. K
It should be noted that we have only asserted existence of solutions ++n
of (4.2) for \n large if \$(R)>0, respectively. Uniqueness follows under
additional assumptions: e.g., when :, ; are constant, R(x) is positive
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definite a.e. and Q(x, +) is independent of + because then %(b, +)&;( +) is
a monotonically increasing function of +. If :( +), ;( +) and %(x, +) depend
analytically on + (which is the case for the Dirac system, for example), then
there are only finitely many solutions of (4.2) for any given n.
For the Dirac system (1.6), (1.7), we can strengthen the statement of
Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.2. Consider the equation (4.2) corresponding to a Dirac
system (1.6), (1.7) (where : and ; are constant.) If $(R){0, equation (4.2)
admits a solution +n for every integer n. The +n are eigenvalues of the Dirac
system and they satisfy
1
n
+n  ?$(R) as |n|  .
Proof. For the Dirac system, %(x, +) is defined and continuous for all
+ # R. By applying Theorem 3.1 twice (the second time with + replaced by
&+ and R replaced by &R) we obtain
1
+
(%(b, +)&%(a, +))  $(R) as | +|  .
We can now argue as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to complete the proof of
the theorem. K
This extends the results of [8], [11], cited in Section 1, to indefinite
Dirac systems. In fact Q and R need not even be symmetric, and Q, : and
; may depend on + subject to analogues of A15 for large |+|.
Next we turn to the SturmLiouville problem (1.1), (1.2). We apply the
well known scaling transformation +=*12 for *>0 and transform setting
z1= py$, z2=+y. Then (1.1) becomes
Jz$=( +R(x)&Q(x, +)) z, (4.5)
where
R(x)=_s(x)0
0
r(x)& , Q(x, +)=_
0
0
0
+&1q(x)& .
If s, r, q # L1(a, b), then assumptions A13 are satisfied for equation (4.5).
This formulation is slightly more general than (1.1), in that s is allowed
to vanish on a set of positive measure. The boundary conditions (1.2)
transform to (1.10) with z1 , z2 replacing y1 , y2 . The function :( +) is a
continuous branch of tan&1( + tan :) and ;( +) is defined similarly. Clearly,
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assumptions A4 and A5 are satisfied. Replacing * and r by &* and &r, if
necessary, we now obtain the following from Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.3. Let s, q, r # L1(a, b) and let $\ be the numbers defined
by (1.17) and
$&=|
b
a
(r&s+)12&|
b
a
(r+s&)12 (4.6)
respectively. If $+ (resp. $&){0, then the SturmLiouville problem (1.1), (1.2)
admits a sequence of positive eigenvalues *+m (resp. negative eigenvalues *
&
m ),
m # N, such that
1
m
|*\m |
12  ?|$\| as m  .
More general equations can be transformed to to the form (1.9), (1.10)
and as a final application we consider a nonlinear eigenvalue problem with
a y$ term, specifically
&( p(x) y$)$+t(x, *) y$+q(x, *) y=*2#r(x) y, (4.7)
where #>0, q(x, *)=o(*2#) and t(x, *)=o(*#) in the L1-sense. Setting
+=*#, z1= py$, z2=+y, we obtain the system (4.5), where
R(x)=_s(x)0
0
r(x)& , Q(x, +)=_
0
s(x) t(x, +)
0
+&1q(x, +)& .
Under the obvious assumptions on q, r, t to ensure A2, we obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. If $\{0 (with $\ defined in (1.17), (4.6)) the eigen-
value problem (4.7), (1.2) admits sequences of eigenvalues *\m satisfying
1
m
|*\m |
#  ?|$\| as m  .
If t(x, +)=t1(x) *#+t2(x, *) where t2(x, *)=o(*#) then the result holds
with $\ replaced by $(R\), where
R\(x)=_ s(x)&s(x) t1(x)
0
\r(x)& .
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